Time to Draw a Caricature!

With artist Andrew Hore, Funnyworks Oz
Time to Draw a Caricature!

Gough Whitlam
Labor Prime Minister from 1972-1975
Here we practice combining physical stance with emotion.

1. Our first shapes mix round figures with curved straight ones...

2. Add detail to face and clothing...

3. Now we focus on detail to make him complete. You can do it...

4. Darken the eyebrows and add the famous quote... Good job!
Time to Draw a Caricature!

MALCOLM FRASER
LIBERAL PRIME MINISTER FROM 1975-1983
HERE WE PRACTICE WITH DIFFERENT SHAPES and DETAIL.

1. LET'S START WITH OUR "BUILDING BLOCK" SHAPES

2. ADD DETAIL TO OUR SHAPES...

3. WE REFINE DETAIL IN OUR SHAPES. LOOKING GOOD SO FAR...

4. ADD SMALLER DETAIL INCLUDING PIPE SMOKE and WORD BALLOON... WELL DONE!
Time to Draw a Caricature!

MALCOLM TURKMULL
LIBERAL PARTY PRIME MINISTER FROM 2015-?
HERE WE PRACTICE FACIAL EXPRESSION...!

1. A BIT OF AN EGG SHAPE FOR THE HEAD...
2. ADD FINGERS AND CLOTHING SHAPES...
3. TRICKY STAGE WHERE WE ADD DETAIL TO OUR SHAPES...
4. WELL DONE! WHAT DO YOU THINK MALCOLM'S SAYING? WRITE YOUR OWN WORD BALLOON!
Time to Draw a Caricature!

JULIA GILLARD
LABOR PRIME MINISTER FROM 2010-2013, OUR FIRST FEMALE PRIME MINISTER! HERE WE PRACTICE MOVEMENT.

1. WE’LL START BY DRAWING OUR BASIC SHAPES...

2. LET’S ADD A BIT OF DETAIL IN OUR SHAPES AND FACE...

Notice the glasses stick out a bit

3. NOW WE ADD DETAIL TO THE BODY, HAIR AND HANDS. ALMOST THERE...

Only 4 fingers each hand

4. ADD SOME LINES TO THE FACE AND CLOTHING AND YOU’VE DRAWN JULIA!